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MEMORANDUM

TO: Chancellor Jack Reese
FROM: Philip A. Scheurer
DATE: November 23, 1976
RE: Student Attitude Study - Commission for Blacks

After reviewing the cost analysis (attached) with Drs. Cleckley and Haskins and following several conversations with Don Hileman, I am quite sure that we can figure on an approximate $2,000 expenditure for the survey targeted for Winter Quarter.

Recall that you were concerned about two points:

1. possible inclusion of Haskins' salary and
2. ability of Hileman to defray a portion of the costs

The salary is not included in the projection and Hileman feels that he simply is unable to offer additional help either financial or in-kind.

I have assumed that you continue to be supportive and accordingly have indicated to Betty that the development of the survey instrument should proceed.

PAS:th

cc: Dr. Betty Cleckley